Sabine Neches Waterway: Cow Bayou Channel
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Surveys Conducted by the NOAA National Ocean Service/Coast Survey, Available from NOS Nautical Chart User Community

NOTES:
1. This project was designed by the Galveston District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, South Central Zone NAD83 US survey feet.
2. Designations of individuals appear on these project documents within the scope of their employment as required by ER1110-1-8152.
3. Additional imagery: © DigitalGlobe Inc.
4. The information depicted on this survey map represents the results of surveys made on the dates indicated and can only be considered as indicating the general conditions existing at that time. These conditions are subject to rapid change. These conditions are subject to rapid change.
5. NOAA Bathymetry contours produced from historic bathymetric (Hydrographic) surveys conducted by the NOAA National Ocean Service/Coast Survey, available from NOS Nautical Chart User Community.
6. For the most up-to-date information please check our website at: NOAA Bathymetry (DREDGING REACH EXTENT)
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Survey Date(s): 10/14/2019 to 10/17/2019

Surveyor: M3AOXPAC

Print Date: 8/31/2020
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Additional Info:

Notes:

1. Horizontal coordinates are referenced to Texas State Plane Coordinate System, South Central Zone NAD83 US Survey Feet.
2. Elevations are referenced to Mean Lower Low Tide (MLLW) datum.
3. This project was designed by the Galveston District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The initials and signatures and registration are required by ER1110-1-8152. Designations of individuals appear on these project documents within Corps of Engineers. The initial and signatures and registration are required by ER1110-1-8152. Designations of individuals appear on these project documents within Corps of Engineers.
4. The information depicted on this survey map represents the results of surveys the National Geophysical Data Center. Surveys vary as to sounding density, accuracy of navigation, zero datum, date of survey. The national geophysical data center. Surveys vary as to sounding density, accuracy of navigation, zero datum, date of survey.
6. For the most up-to-date information please check our website at: http://www.armyheritage.army.mil/Corps/History/HeritageCenter/
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